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The economy of a region needs to grow in order:
a. to meet the increased demand for more goods and services
generated by a growing population, and
b. to create enough jobs for the increased population as well
as for those who will be released from industries because
of a continued increase in labor productivity.
The growth of a region, however, is restrained by the quantity and
the quality of the natural resources in the region. Generally, man
can modify the existing natural resources by either developing more
supply or by improving availability of existing supplies. Measures
of this nature require investment and lead time for implementation.
Therefore, it is important to predict the needs and to inventory the
resources many years in advance so the needed economic groHth
will not be impeded by lack of proper resources.
How to best modify nature requires a plan.
A plan may be defined as a collection pf actions proposed to remove
limiting factors (primarily resource shortage, unreasonable demand,
etc.) which prevent either partially or completely the achievement
of sp~cific goals (needs) established for a county, a region, a
state, or a nation. The set of actions which accomplishes the task
best (consistent with the adopted criteria) is the optimal plan. The
tasks involved to derive such a plan primarily consist ofa
1. Identifying resource shortages.
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2. Speculating which actions are most likely to succeed in
removing the shortages.
3. Evaluating their feasibility, their benefits, and their
costs.
How to efficiently accomplish these t~sks remains a difficult
problem.
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PAST PLANNING- ~XPER I~NCE AN!) N~ED OF !'T3 I;,! APPROACH
Past adverse experience in growth lead to the recent emphasis
on environMental and social n8eds, which forbid considerin~ the
economic grov1th alone. ~he need for a better ~nviron~ent and social




The added dimensions made the already complex planning task even
more so. The creation of a conceptual framev!or~ (model) for orderly
evaluation of alternative plans to fulfill our needs now becomes a
necessity_
The current trend of planning also encourages citizen partici-
pation. Their input must be evaluated and reasonable ones should be
met. The citizen should also be informed whether or not his needs
can be met and the reason for it. Also, what economic sacrifice
they must make to achieve some of their soci~l or environmental
goals, or vice versa. In other words, a. planning [roup or the
professional planners should be able to provide a measurable impact
and means associated with the achievement of the needs outlined by
a citizen group. It is conceivable that needs may be modified ~hcn
their true impact is demonstrated. Jhen factors exogenous to the
region change, needs may also change. In short, the planning process
may become a continuous effort.
l1any government agencies are en~aged in planning under their
separate jurisdictiona, but because of the inseparable nature o~
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the resource planning problem,often the planning activity of one
agency des~roys t~e plan adopted by another. :!aste of this nature
is common. A centralized planning approach which has been tried in
many places usually has not successfully eliminated the pet planning
projects of individual agencies. Centralization must also stop at
a certain level under a democratic government in which separation
of power must be maintained. Therefore, successful planning must
actively solicit inputs from many diverse groups of citizens as well
as government agencies to guarantee final acceptance and implementa-
tion.
In order to have such a large group of. people working effectively
together, a common tool to measure the merit of a proposal is needed.
The tool must be able to display impacts in all phases of concern in
a short period of time. Speed is essential so that most of the ideas
or propositions any group cares to offer can be considered.
In this environment, no one dominates and the planning staff
plays the role of a moderator. Decision makers contribute also.
No one will be neglected. In fact, it becomes a true cooperative
process. This is necessary because no one person can define what is
the best in terms of environment, economy, or society. Expertise of
many disciplines is needed. An economical and fast method to accom-
plish this is almost indispensible if good plarning results and
meaningful citizen participation are to be guaranteed. The model must
be so programmed that its input labor can be minimized to reduce
overall analysis time. Effort to make the model comprehensible to
more people is also very desirable.
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Needs, as a rule. always generate demand for resources.
Usually those resources available where and when needed meet the
demand. rhe spatial and timely distribution of resource demands
and supplies are important to determine whether there is adequate
resource to meet the demand generated by ~~~ various needs.
If needed resources are not available either in terms of
quantity, location, or time, then needs can not be completely
fulfilled. In other words, resources can become a limiting factor
preventing us from achieving what we want. Possible actions' for
removing resource a~ a limiting factor are'
1. Improving resource availability by ,transferring
resources such as water spatially and timely. Building
water distribution networks or reservoirs are examples
of this type.
2. Increasing resource quantity by recycling, using low-
grade sources or tapping new resources.
3. Develop new technology which leads to reduced demanc
for resources per unit of production.
4. Reducing our economic need and/or distributing industry
to locations where resources are ample.
Similarly, when recreation facilities, housing densities, and
open space become limiting resources, one can
1. zone more urban land, and park l~nd, at the expense of
other land uses;
2. reduce the quality of life standard by decreasing p~r
capita needs or allowance of such resources; anj
3. reduce eco~omic ero~th and/or optimize the distribution
of economic activities.
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These actions modify either resource supply or demand to meet
a specific ~et of ~eeds. In fact. the set.of actions developed to
achieve the specific needs constitutes a plan. ~hether a plan is
feasible primarily depends on whether the resource supply can indeed
meet the demand generated by the needs. Therefore, a model is
nothing more than a set of relationships which check if resource
sup~ly is adequate plus one additional relationship which forces
the optimal distribution of economic activities. Relationships
describing the interdependence of the various economic activities
of the economy must also be incorporated into the model. These
relationships ~re listed in the appendix. Together, they constitute




A regional ~lan is a c~llection of proposed actions designed
to remove or overcome limiting factors for the purpose of achieving
economic, social, and environmental goals or needs of the people in
the region. ?here are infinitely many feasible plans. The best
plan is the one which brings the maximum benefit to the most people
at the lowest cost, while environ~ental and social impacts are
acceptable.
The benefit brought about by an action of social significance
should be displayed in the social account. Similarly, an environ-
mental account ·should display benefits resulting from implementation
of actions classified environmental. Actions with emphasis on
removing production limitation alone generates economic benefit.
Envirorunental as v.rell as social action v7i th negative results are
often introduced to induce economic gains which are considered more
important.
The rnodel*consists of a set of relations which avoids selecting
as the solution an economy or a set of economic activities which
together demand ~ore resources than are available in the region.
The optimization relation (the objective function) of the model.
attempts to generate as much servic8 and product as possible to
approximate the projected need (for givAn resources) by distributing
economic activities to areas VIi th ample resources to support them.
Detailed discussion on how to use the model for planning is illustrated
in the example.
* See Appendix VI, Display of the Model Structure.
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In p'rinciple,planning should be an iterative process. Needs
generated by a pro.jected future population. are first identi~~ed.
Problems such as resource shortage must be detected and tentative
remedies developed. Finally, the feasibility and the economics of
the developed actions must be evaluated. ~his procedure may repeat
itself many times before a final plan is deemed acceptable. The
explicit definition of regional needs in the model reduces ambiguity
must
when planners/identify the needs or goals. The model distributes
economic activities to v!here resources are abundant so that the
identified goals can be met. If resources are in shortage, the
exact type, loqation, time, and quantity will be detected and printed
by the model. The economic impact of such a shortage is also avail-
able. The model supplies the information which helps planners to
identify.possible measures to overcome the shortage. Simultaneously,
the model also indicates the benefit of these measures quantatively.
These benefits are input information for calculating the accounts
required by the principles and standards for water resource planning.
The flowchart in Figure 1 describes the iterative planning procedure
vii th emphasis shovlin,g the role played by the model.
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1) Studying model output to identify
critical resource
2) Evaluating the feasibility of lowering
needs
3) Improving resource supply both in
quantity and quality
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Figure 1. Water Resource Planning Process and the Model
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As shown in ?igure 1, planning is an iterative process.
Adjustment of inputs and converting the adjusted inputs into the
model matrix for analysis is repeated many times before a final
plan is developed. Par an n re~ion, rn resources plus water, 1
industries, j population dependent industries per region, k popula-
tion integrated areas, a population constraint per region and an
overall population constraint for the entire area, a model of
and
~ + n x m + n x 12 + n x j + n 'V'.. ~ 1 + 1 + k constraints (or rows)
n x~ strUctural variables needs to' be' generated. For n =.5,
a ~74
m = 10, :1 = .54, j = 0, and k = 3,/(objective function included) raiNS
and 449 structural variables model is ~enerated. A matrix with
9926 non-zero elements (logical variables not included) must be
constructed from the input data. The task of even constructing
once this matri~:< on. C8.r 4 s amounted to thous2.nds of calculations,
table preparation, and finally the punching of the approximately
5000 cards. A means to reduce this chore must be developed. A
matrix generator, which is essentially a computer program for con-
verting input data ir a more basic form into the model rnatri~c, v!ill
provide a very handy ;001 v:hich makes the planning process mt.lch
more .efficient.
The matrix generat jr will input a minir.1um amount of data
sufficient to derive the coe~ficients needed in model relations (see
A~pendix I eq. 1 to 9). The input d2ta to th~ matrix generator
are described in Appendi:: II.
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KAUAl COUNTY AS A.lil EXA.~LE
Kauai (see Figure 2) is the smallest of the four counties in the










Figure 2. Island of Kauai, Showing" population Projections
Their condition in the year of 1970 is sho,:::n in ~ables 1 through lJ.
(see Appendix V for input data). In anticipation of a gro~ing
population and increased productivity, its econony needs (estima~ec
by DPS:J) to groy! to approxi..\'nately 7~,6.57 million dollars (1970 (~ollar) .
in the year 2000. Its agriculture and visiter industries are ~::-
pected to gro~ to 84.0) and 237.66 millio~ d~llars respectively.
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Table 1. Quality of life
Beach park
Hydrographic Urban density density Overall density
area in person/acre in person/acre in person/acre
1 0.367 38.922 0.012
2 3.980 231'-85·7 0.169
3 2.373 970.874 0.136
4 19.002 515.809 0.042
5 4.802 101.189 0.084
Table 2. Economy
Total Industry Visitor industry Agriculture
Hydrographic output output output
area in 106$ in 106$ in 106$
1 6.41 4.08 0.81
2 80.85 7c66 23.35
3 36.59 4.14 13.42
4 24.78 7.69 21.01
5 22.36 1.01 13.17
frotals 170.99 24.53 71.76
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Table 3. Water quality *
Nitrogen Phosphorus
Hydrographic Solids in water BOD in water in water in water
area lb/106 gallon Ib/106 gallon Ib/106 gallon Ib/l~6 gallon
1 118.0 1.294 0.715 0.065
2 483.6 2.601 1.439 0.130
3 665.5 3.765 2.078 0.187
4 440.7 3.322 1.863 0.168
5 2505.2 13.297 7.426 0.669
* Area pollutants ~3"~rl.er9.t8d/tot8.1 runoff
Table 4. Social indicators
Residence r~et Conunuting out of
Hydrographic population Employment area to work
area in persons in persons in persons
1 1,182 532 0
2 14,159 6,371 a
3 6,850 3,082
°
4 3,173 1,428 0
5 4,159 1,872 0
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As discussed previously, the merit of a plan must be jUdged
with respect to a person or a group of persons. Since the clientele
was not clearly defined, the plans to be presented here are only an
exercise for the purpose of showing what kind of end product one
can expect from this kind of planning and also hov~ the model '.'las
used to develop the plan.
Disulay of Pinal Plan
Two plans for meeting the projected year 2000 needs anq popula-
tion growth VIere obtained. The measures of each plan and their
merits are displayed in Tables 5 and 6. rhe final economic and 8n-
vironmental condition of Kauai after Plan 1 is im~lemented are dis-
played in Figures 4 to 7. They are displayed together ~ith the 1970
condition· to show how much change one can expect if Plan 1 is adopte1.
Ho", Pl ans :'~'ere Obtained
r~easures of the displayed plans tabulate~ in Tables 5 and 6
are responses to resource deficiencies indicated (see Figures 3-a
and 3-b for vlater and land sllorta.ge) in the output of each applica-
tion of the model. Planning either VIi th or v.'i thout a model is ail.
iterative process of developing measures to ovcrco~e bottlenecks
which may prevent the achievement of projected needs. Ho~ever, a
planning process VIi thout the ass istance of a ~10del ~.::ould ha\-e to
depend on intuition and past experience of planners to pinpoint the
deficiency. ~redious calculations for evaluating a11Y proposal f:lUst
also follo\'l. ?or roulti-objective plannin,~, the intuitive approach
to the identification of probl~ms may not be very effective. Cal-
culations involvec. in evaluatin.g any proposal s~l?ct~~~. for r0r;1ovir~'"':
14
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Table 5. Summary of Plan 1
E.Q. f-----···












o i1970 base year 0.0
:a) The growth of economy is guided to where
resources are abundant. Growth in each area
1 follows strictly past growth pattern




a) ~ater quality allowed to deteriorate to one-
half of the 1970 standard if necessary
b) Quality of life indicators may have the same
deterioration






37.22Transfer 26 million gallons water per day duringApril to October from area 2 to 3
aC1US - ------ -----~
a) Zoning 2(/f1r~~ hazRrd land into urban in
area 2 .?
b) Similarly zoning 8 acres of flood hazard land
into urban in area 3






Let economy grow freely in areas 1, 4 and 5 to




:Let economy in areas 1, 4 and 5 to have more
6 i growth freedom by lifting their year 2000




Table 6. Summary of Plan 2
, Value of Measure. in 10°$
No. Description of Measure Change in National Regional E.Q. SocialGRP. 106$ Water I QualityEconomy Economy Quality of Life
0 1970 base year 0.0
a) The growth of economy is guided to where
resources are abundant. Growth in each area
1 follows strictly past growth pattern 170.15 102.19 67.96




a) Water quality allowed to deteriorate to one-
2 half of the 1970 standard if necessary 190.50 114.41 76.09 -190.50b) Quality of life indicators may have the same
deterioration
3 Let economy in each hydrographic area grow 9.25 5.55 3.70 -9.25freely without following past pattern
a) Water quality allowed to deteriorate 2.39%
4 of the standard after measure 2 5.83 3.50 2.33 -5.83
·b) Quality of life deteriorates a similar
amount
a) Water quality deterioratmto 3.116% of the
5 standard after measure 2 8.76 5.26 3.50 -8.76b) Quality of life deteriorates a similar
amount
an anticipated difficulty may also become an insurmountable task.
The model vas developed to overcome some of these difficulties. The
model not only provides a syste~atic viay of identifying trouble but
also suggests the inpact of a proposed solution. rhe steps follov/ed
in arriving at Plan 1 will be retraced for the purpose of deQonstrat-
ing the use of the model.
17
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Figure 3-a. Expected Year 2000 Water Shortage in Hydrographic Area III
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Figure 3-b. Available Agriculture and Urban Land Versus































Figure 6. Water Quality Indicators
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Figure 7. Social Indicators
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Step 0, Actual base year industry output, resources and population
in each ~ydrographic area are used as-input to check re-
sources adequacy. ?his step is n~ed0d to calibrate the
gross
model in terms of/errors in input data or any other hu~an
errors. Output (see Figure 8) from this rul1. '.',ill also
(see surplus resource)
supply information on the availability of resources/for
future grovlth.
The slack activity (or surplus resource)column indicates
there is room to grov.' VIithout modifying resources nO'iN. I'he
next step is to find out if it io possible to gro-/.' to the
proje9ted level \'/i thout rul1.ni11g into resource shortages.
Step 11 Follovling past growth trends in each hydrographic area and
restraining the population of each area within the pro-
.jected ceiling, the output (Figure 9) indicates that
industries such as 01, 02, 03 etc. (all industries at LL
or BS in Figure 9) cannot gro\\T to the needed level because
of resources shortage.
The output Sh09\'ln in Figure 10 i.dentified the depleted
resources, listed under "RO~H. II' Tl'1e unit cost column sho~.'ls
the impact of increasing or decreasing one unit of these
resources in the gross Kauai product, expressed as 104$.
For example, $65.9 (0.00659 x 104) of gross Kauai product
can be obtained by adding one acre of total area to
Area 1. Model output in Figure 9 shows, in general,
that total land and sediment are seriously limiting
growth if present quality of life and water quality
levels must be maintained. Because it is impossible to




SECTION 1 - ROWS
NUMBER •••~ OW•• AT ••• 4CTIVITY••• SLACK ACTIVITY ..
(Res ouree Type) (Resource Used) (Resource Surplus)
1 KIWAOl 8S 1395. 53194 823604.46806
2 K1WA02 as 1411.4tl683 889588.51317
3 KIW403 as 1644.60957 1012355.3904·3
4 1<1WA04 as 1 755.85166 1012244.14234
5 KIWA05 BS 2133.76002 987866.23998
6 K lWA06 8S 2135.37621 150864.62372
7 Kl WAQ7 as 2135.06225 933864.93715
8 Kl W4 08 as 2314.14346 864685.85654
9 KIWA09 as 2124.40194 651815. ~9206
10 1<1"410 as 1837.41503 898162.584<)7
11 K l~ 11 as 1647. 94559 988352.05441
12 K1WA12 as 1435.73088 89QS64.26912
13 KIUL 5S 3513.04068 .05932
lit klPL as 33.09822 .10178
15 KlTl Ul 9400u.OUQOO
·16 KlSL 8$ .
·11 K 1AL 8S 803.43't50 396.56550
18 KIHL 8S 101J7.51538 9921.48462
19 K1SO Ul 14820.39800
·20 KIBD 8S 162.31732 .08268
21 Kl NI as 89.61812 .08188
22 KIPH as 8.09556 a 1044/~
23 K2WAOl as 2341b5.56545 311834.43455
24 K2WA02 as 249146.3922b 2 09 853 • 60114













Kauai, Area 1, Water, January
Urban land in acres
Beach Park " II
Total Area" "
Sugarcane land in acres






Figure 8. Partial Output of Step
2.5
Industry Growth Projected
Name At Ceiling Growth
112 I~ OU SOl Ll . .20000
113 I NOU 502 LL 41.J-JOOu 51.17000
114 INDU 503 UL 357.10000 357.1000')
115 I NDU 504 lL 4054.0JOOO 411 7. 75,)01
116 I NDU 505 LL 85.00000 451.69000
117 IN CU 506 UL 46. 19000 46.19000
118 t NDU 507 UL 358.420J\J 358.4200l)
119 I NDU 508 UL 11.00000 11.~OOOO
120 IN DUS09 Ul 32.36000 ~2.38')OO
1ll r~OU 510 UL 99.350JJ gC;.35000
122 I NOU 511 II 53. (lOOOa 194.64000
123 I ~.DU 512 UL 283.7dOOO 283.18ul)n
124 I NDU S13 Ul 248.1500U 248. 15000
125 INDU 514 Ul 450. b3uOO 450.63000
12& I~DUS1'j UL 124.92JUJ 724.92)0~l
127 INDUS16 UL 180.65000 180.6'>000
128 I~! ClJ S17 UL 19.420JO 19.42)00
131 IN DU 520 UL 367.4dOJO 3b7.48000
132 I NDU 521 UL 49"'.1 J\.)30 490.10000
131 INDtJS26 UL 266.660U0 266.66')")')
143 I NDU 532 Ul 3844.5bU00 3844.50000
144 INOU533 Ll 63.0000() 2 8 2 • 5 7 ,) :) 0
145 I NDU 534 lL 5.00000 38.57.Jon
146 I NDU 535 UL 257.21000 257.27000
147 I NDU 536 UL 516. 00000 516.JO')00
148 INDUS31 lL 162. QJJu~ 9,)4& 12~tJ\l
149 I Nt:'US38 UL 1149. 13000 1149.13000
150 IN DU 539 ut 1436.6dOOO 143b.68QOt)
151 I ~DU 540 UL 814.67000 R74.67000
152 INDUS41 BS 4039. 320 dl 5583.62000
153 IN au 542 Ul 1511.0iJOOO 1511.0000n
154 I NDUS43 Ul 881.3dOJ\J 881.38000
155 I ~~DU 544 Ul 567.84000 567.84000
156 INDUS45 Ul 21513.00000 21 5 1 3 • 0·.) \10 \)
157 I NOUS46 Ul 790.07000 79C.07000
158 IN DU 547 Ll 557.00000 3011.81000
159 I NOU S4A UL 1356.36~OJ 1356.36:'h)O
160 I NOU 549 Ll 135.00000 561.4f)QOO
161 tNOUS50 UL 2984.550uO 2984.55000
162 I NDU 551 LL 188.oJuuO() 44S.66000
163 I NDU 552 Ll 38. OOOuO 246.47000
164 I NDU 553 UL 810.2 ...000 810.24\100
165 I NOU S54 UL 503.2dOOO 503.28000
Figure 9. Maximum Economy Growth Under Base Year Resource Supply
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RfSOUQCE ALLOCATIO~
'10" - ROWS AT LIMIT LEVEL
t8ER •• • ROW •• AT ••• ACTIVITY ••• •• LO"'Erl LP4IT • lnWE~ /.CTIVITY ••• UNI T COST ••
(Ia•• Type)
•• UP?i:R lI"4IT. ~P:>fP ~CT!VITY (; •• U~I: T COST ••
(Resource U••d) (Supply L1JI1t) Effective 'fJ Marginal Re...of Unit Coat 8ouie. ~&'6~9-
15 KIlL Ul 93999.93832 NONE 93990.8~5 ~93999.93~32 9'tOOl~5Z549 • OO~59
19 KISO Ul 14820.39138 ""O~~ 14818.11436 • 13050-14~ ZOe 391 Jll 14842. 4·~OO6 .13u50
37 K2Tl Ul 83 69~.91992 ~O"'E 836Q6~al133 • 18353-83099.91992 83102.61S12 .18353
38 K2SL Ul 20699.9<») 79 NONe: 2IJ698.10940 c 00001-
Z0699.99319 20101.31130 .00001
-.1 K2SD Ul 39199.9doSl tiOtiE 39198.36QS6 .13050-39199.9d651 39201.52783 .13050
S4 K3... 10 Ul 157399. 895&fI NO~E 157118.33211 .00000-·
157399.8?;d6 157412.45B81 .tJOOill.l
59 KlTL UL 50499.98.53 NO,...e 50496.03545 • 14459-
50499.98053 50503.27627 • 14459




63 K350 UL 23693.99018 NONE 23688.58151 .13050-
23b93.990\8 23110.12597 .13050
81 K4Tl Ul 74999.98253 ~ON~ 749Bl.31320 .OH:IZ-
74999. 9a l53 150i8.01513 .~3b12
M K4SO Ul 19108.40124 NO,..E 19101.58681 .13051-
19108.40124 19108.98159 • 13051
93 K5W'05 UL 1~}5~8.995~ NT~f 136633.55071 • ~OUOO-
1~35~8.~9'OO 14360d.85568 .00000
103 K5n. Ul ~9 799. 98500 NOI'4E 4919~c 15161 .03543-
49199.98506 ~9800~ b 1950 .O3~3
104 K5S&. Ul 10499. 99oi5 "'ONE 10 49 S. 5 ... 1 8 5 .05216-
11,)~99.9~68; ItJ503.0QS19 .u521b




108 K580 UL 1"0.84996 ~O~ 133.21021 34.79917-
140.8499b 11,0.92539 34. 19911"
Figure 10. Output Ihdicating Scarce Resources






logical move is to lower density, related quality of life
conditions, and water quality requirements.
The new model outpu~, as a result of sacrificing the en-
vironment, again identified nine new resource bottlenecks
to growth (see Figure 11). It is possible to increase
them simultaneously to achieve maximum growth. However, for
pedagogic reasons, it was decided to transfer water only
from Area 2 to Area 3. Although Figure 11 showed that
water was depleted only for the month of August, invetiga-
tion of water utilization (very low surplus in May-July
and September-October, Figure 12) in all months and all
areas indicates the desirability of·a larger scale transfer.
As a result of the water transfer described as Action 3
(Table 5), shortage of urban land in Areas 2, 3, and 4 becomes
a severe growth bottleneck (see Figure 13). A return of
gross product of $15,244.0 and $9,087.0 for each extra acre
of urban land can be realized for Areas 2 and 3, respectively.
The column "upper activity" also shows the extra return can
be obtained at least for a maximum increase of 26 acres
and 8 acres for Areas 2 and 3. Approximately .47 million
dollars gross product was expected from this action.
Model output displayed in Figure 14 confirms it is true
that guiding industry growth spatially could mean more
growth with less investment or sactifice of environment.
,
The variables KISS, K4S5 and K555 under column (Figure 14)
denote resident populations in Areas 1, 4, and 5. The
corresponding reading below unit cost shows that extra
28
RESOURCE ALLOCATION
SECTION 1 - ~OWS AT Ll~IT LEVEL
NUMBER •• • ROW•• AT ••• ACT IV lTV ••• SLA(.K ACT tvtTY ..LOwFR LIMIT. LOWt:F. ~C TI VI TY • •• UNIT CnST ••
(Resource (Resource Used) ( ) •• UP~~R LIMIT. ~rp[p ~CT ill TV ( ••UN 1T ( 0 ST ••Type) Surplus Resources Resource Marginal Re-
• SupplYJor~E ~~refi~iteCo8t,e source l~~~9lJ}O-j5 K2UL UL 7153.9953u 7129.7438q
7153.99530 1778.40919 1. 55180
31 K2TL UL 167399. ij99 5b
·
Nr:lt~E 164136.11586 .03QbZ-
167jQQ.SQQS6 167916.'1<1196 • 03902
38 K2SL UL 206tJ9. 99379
·
N'I)NE 20695.424QC1 7.75552-
2 Ob99. 99 j 19 2\llJl.126Z8 7.75552
52 K3WA08 UL 182499.92084
·
NiJNJ: 182Z65.QC;444 .54617-
182~99.92684 182513.94060 • ~461 7
81 K4Tl Ul 149999.SC1473
·
NO~E 134012.12629 .01322-
149999.89413 152525.04268 • 01322
82 1<4Sl UL 4199. 99l:387
·
NtJNE 4798.83652 7. 75~52-
~
1
4199.9"1887 4807.13136 1. 75~52
\0




104 K5SL UL 104q9. 996 8~
·
~aNE 10498.54185 1. 7554q-
lO4QQ.996H5 10507.12934 1. 7554q




112 INOUSOl lL . .20000 .00000- .34837- 159.16442
.2JOJ:J .37238 159.1b442-
Note: Resources such as K2UL, K2TL, etc. at UL indicates ~esource8 being exhausted.
Figure 11. Scarce Resources and Their Impact
w
o
•••Q O~ •• AT • ••ACT~VITY••• SLACK ACTIVITY ••• ROW •• AT • ••ACTIVITY••• St AC K ACT t VI TYater (Surplus Water) (Surplus Water)Consum~tion~ B5 (Wal~l g~~~ucff~!CJ.n)Kl WAOI OS l19u. 7;'2 821d09.o2175 K3 WA06 27 • ..>2536
K 1 WA 02 as 3213. 153()6 d81126.2:'634 K3W407 as 19115 O. 10038 49.ij9C)62
KIW403 65 31Ul.53005 1010211.46994 K3W40a UL 182500. 00000 .
Kl WA04 BS 3972.2b9S4 1010027.1301& K3WA09 ~S 1737al.4~b1lt 12.54386
K lWA 05 as 4168.60101 9d5231.31899 K3WA 10 BS 157381. 03938 12.96062
K1wAOb fiS 4699.19911 148 ]O\J. 2Jo 89 K~WA 11 as 141092.89011 47901.10Q23
Kl kA 07 liS ~760.l112tJ tJ31239.18214 K3 WA 12 RS 131112.60281 90227.39719
K1WA08 as 5000. 73611 8 61.9Q9. 26329 K4 WA 01 8S 85621.55902 60437d.44098KIWA09 as 463 I) • 9 33 17 649369.u6633 K4wA 02 BS 91036.79847 4189b3.20153
K1WA 10 BS 4 OSU. 85352 895949.14648 K4WA03 OS 103051.88bbO 511948.11340
K lWA 11 ~s 3632.10iJ70 98b361.2Q130 K4WA 04 85 lO3111.03H05 4()6228.96115
K1 wA 12 as 3221.81440 89171A.18554 K. 4WAO~ as 120570.2b410 29942f.J.13530
K2 w~ 1,)1 BS 256904.9)958 349J15.04042 1<4 WA 06 fiS 1l38u4.54b5J 156 195. 453 5 lJ
KlWA 02 as 272571.90130 Idoot28.09910 K4WA 01 B5 1195b8.13,Ul 262 ... 31.B()49C)
K2WA 03 as 30a911.745tib 234022.25414 K4wAoa as 114504.63322 215415. }jb618
K2wl\04 BS 312 053 .4~41~ 212946.54587 K4WA tJg 6S 1\l8qql.~l985 l/t6 Jd8 .41J 15
K2WA 05 as 363434.2076l 2 12 565 • 792 39 K4wA 10 BS 98571. 7b32~ 240428.23612
K2WA06 as 344159.00b33 9U840.99367 K4WA11 AS 88367.86431 4Q6b32.135b3
K2W.\ 07 BS 360)588.89826 122411.10174 K4"A 12 13S 82 3 1 o. 291 72- 622629.10828
K 2WA OB 8S 348030.68892 161969.3110d K5wA 01 RS 101bb3.55741 168316.4425q
K2 WA u9 AS 331J335.UL388 137664 • <) 8612 K 5WA 02 BS 1 08 091 • 1 1J 3 5 911J2.82665
K2WA 10 BS 2q7q81.26b~j 221018.73341 K5WA03 as 1223bl.4228\J 118838.57121')
K2WA 11 as 261141.69419 251858.30'>81 K5WA 04 as 123210.18172 16589.81228
KlWA 12 as 2 48 08 5 • 552 ~ 5 3 aC) 9 14 • 4 474 5 K~WA05 BS 143151.50003 397. 5 .'J99 7
K3~AOl BS 1l122u. 7 j81) 90 7 19 • 26 18 5 K5 WA 06 as 13 511l • 4·J 15 ~ 4bl.SQ245
K3wA 02 BS 1460S3.75ti54 45916.2414b K 5hA 07 bS 141960.67513 j<J9.324d7
K3WA 03 as 16S244.30988 59755.69·J12 K5WA08 UL 13b030.00000 .
K3WA 04 F:\S Ib6143.2644,l 4856. 7 '~558 K5WA09 85 129394.118b3 535.88137
K3WA 05 as 192801.22921 98.11019 KSWA 10 BS 111028.l)823 1367.84171
K5wA11 BS 104'113.61662 8908b.3233A
K5WA12 BS 91198.31 j 82 1 18 70 1 • 6 fib 1 A
Figure 12. Water Consumed,and Surplus
RESOURCE ALLOCATION
SECTION 1 - ~OWS AT ll~IT LEVEL
NU~BER •••ROW•• AT • •• ACT IV ITY ••• SLAC.K ACT IVITY •• LOwER LIMIT. LnW~F. AC TI VI TV ••• UNIT COST ••(Resource (Resource Used) ( ) •• UP~FR LIMIT. Uppr-p ~CTtVITY ( •• UNIT COST ••Type) Surplus Resources Resource {Effective RUnte Marginal Re-
• SupplYJor~E for Unit Cowt source l~~~9A)o-35 K2Ul UL 1753.9953u 7729.7438q
1753.99530 1178.40919 1.55780
31 K2TL Ul 1 613'i9. tj9956
·
N')r~E 16413b.115A6 .03962-
161jQQs899Sb 161916.99196 • 03 CJCJ2
38 k2SL Ul 206tJ9.99379
·
~'IJNE ?0695.424QQ 1. 75552-
Z0699. q!} J 19 2ll7J1.12628 1.15552
52 K3WA08 UL 182499.92684
·
NONE 182lb5.<iC;444 .54617-
182499.92684 182513.94060 • ~4611
81 K4Tl UL 149999.89473
·
NO"4E 134072.12629 • 01322-
149999.89413 152525.04268 • 0132 Z
W I 82 K4SL UL 4799.q9t187 NIJNE 4798.83652 1.15~~2-~
· 41q9.9~861 4807.13136 1. 75~52




104 K5SL UL 11l4Q9.99b8S
·
NONE 10498.54185 1. 75549-
1 04QQ", qqbij5 10501.12934 1. 75549




112 IN OU SOl LL . .20000 .. 00000- .34837- 159. 16442
.2JLJJJ .37238 1~9. 16442-
Note: Resources such as K2UL, K2TL, etc. at UL indicates resources being exhausted.
Figure 13 .. Scarce Resources
return could be expected by realizing these population
ceilings. For example, in Area 1 a return of $4,174.23
gain per person could be expected if the resident popu-
lation is allowed to exceed the ceiling of 2,000 persons.
This estimate holds for a maximum increase of
«236.3-199.9) x 10) or 364 people. Therefore the
population ceilings of Areas 1,4, and 5 were increased
for the next run.
Step 51 IJIodel oUt:9llt again indicates more relaxation on tl1ese popu-
lation ceilings. Since o11tpUt is similar to that displayed
in Figure 14, it is not included her3.
JISCUSS IC?'I
The I{auai County 8xample used in this report 0111y consic.ered
eleven resources; namely
sugarcane land,













8) sediment carrying ca~acity,
9) BOD carryin; capacity,
10) nitrogen carryin~ capacity, and
11) phosphorus carrying capacity.




NUMBEP • COL UHN. I-T ••• ACTIVITY.o • • • I NPUT COS T•• •• LOwER L It-1IT • l'1WEP ACTIVITY ••• UNIT COST ••
•• UPPER LIMIT. UPPER ACTIVITY •••UNIT tOST ••
(Population (Level or Size) (Population Limit) (Effective Range (Marginalfor Unit Cost) ~~~~flOD
229 K155 UL 199.9999t) .. 118.1c)998 81.48340 4. 11419-
lQQ.C)9991 23b.355QS 4.11419
LV I
394 K455 UL 589.99993 . 31 7.29971 516.45690 3.1t0822-
W 589.9'1996 634.-;8619 3.40822
449 K555 UL 71~.99Q83 . 415.89980 619.71852 4. 11416-
71~.<')9qB7 Bt)'t., 1 7102 4.1741b
Figure l4~ Population Ceiling Projected on Basis of Past Growth
is Identified as Growth Bottleneck
Any resource, ,vi th a kno\'vn per capita demand and !ler unit industry
consumption, can be checked against an e~~pected supply. Harbor
capacity, main transportation arteries, air pollution, and energy
could be incorporated next. Capital also can be treated as a re-
source and COl1sidel~ed siml11taneously '-,',7i t11 the other constraints.
Objective Other ~han }ross Product
r~laximizing the .;ross product of ICauai constitv.tes the pI'irnary
of the example.
plalLning goal/ It does not have to be so in every plan. In an
energy lacking region it may be desirable to develop a plan ~vhic~
conswnes the l~ast energy. A capital lacking or abundant region
may opt to develop a growth plan which either minimizes or maximizes
capital requirement. In a high unemplo:y!nent area the planning:
objective can become more job oPP9rtunities. Selection of the
objective can be easily taken care of by the model.
Dynamic Versus Static Pl~nnin~
The technical coefficient, Aij, in expression (la) r8mains
relatively stable for a well developed region. Therefore, it v!ould
not be necessary to modify Aij very frequently. In developing
regions, this may not be so.
To include technolo~ical change in the analysis, the plannin;
horizon should be shortene~ accordingly. It is possible to build
into the program a mecharlism to update Aij in fi~':ed intervals .. I'he
draYlbaclr of this automatic updatin:: Da~{eS checkin:: of 1110del solution
more diffic~lt. ~h~refore, a 8tep~ise or discrete plannin; interval
approach nay be mor~ desirable. It ffi&y not be completely dynamic.
34
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But the ease of checking is more dcsirablA and conducive to the
building of confidence in the model.
Cooperative Fl~nnin~ Tools
The discrete iterative approach also has the advantage of
allowing people to contribute input. In fact, the greatest value
of this model li·as in its abili ty to provide a cor:1ffion zround on
which a truly cooperative planninG effort can be ~ffectively con-
ducted. The cOLlple;{i ties of planning in te:rT;1S of the nu..rnber of
scientific disciplines and the number of :ntllti:?le ;~roups of diverse
interests requ~re such a v8hicle for interaction anQ communication.
The speediness of th8 preoent model in evaluating inpact of any
pro~osition or idea makes it extremely suitable for this purpose.
~ithout a tool of this natur~, it is inconceivable that truly
multi-objective plannine can be effectively carried on in a multi-
decision ma}~er environr.1ent. r:he ~)resent lack of this tYP8 of tool
may \vell account for the closed door planning ij"Jhich has ·;enerated
many plans v/itl1 ~lery fe\v e'ver bein~~ implemented.
Although the I:auai e::ample cid not i11clude 2..11y post-optimal
analysis which is usually performed after an optinal plan i3 obtained.
these procedures are available from this model. Indeed, the model




Appendix I. THE MODEL AND ITS COEFFICIENT
Economic Needs and Interindustry Relationship






A A matrix or technical coefficient matrix of
ij~th area (i index may be used to identify
island or region and j index the hydrographic area
of the ~th island or the ~th region. A study area
is divided into many ~j areas)
X~j: . A column matrix consists of n components
X.<.jl. X.<.j2 • ••• X.<.jm··· X.<.jn
where
X~jm is the total output of the mth in~ust~y locate~
in the ijth region and n is the total number of dif~erent
types of industry in the study area.
Bl A column matrix consists of n components
pl. 1, bR.. 2, ..., blm ••• bt n
37
v/here
bjm is the present or base year total final demand of the m\;h
industry in the total study ar~a.
Bu.T!l: A column matri:~. cOl1.:Jists of n coreponents
~hich are predicted total final dem2nds of all n induGtri~s
for a given pl"oject year in the total study area.





~ 1, t .". .. , ,
'''J.{' "\.lJ_\:
~
= bi;t for all t, i and j
tJ
----~----------~---(2)
:qk the ',',rater cemand o:~ inc~ustr:y }: c~tlri:'l:
..1..1 /1 II -hthe tth r:lonj~h, l.n 10' :2.11onc O-":p
output.
b.t 41:vailable ~',:ater in the: tth month of t:le
ijth area.




Xijn+l : the poptllation livin~ i11. tl1e ijth area (e::cluc1i11S
people comnutin; to ijth area for employment).
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Water Quality and Economic Needs
~.,
~ <Ck Sijkr· X~jk = Sr .b~j -------------(3)
where S" "I...
..(..j r,r the annual discharge of rth
pollutant fr~m the kth industry in the
ijth area, in tons/10 4 $
Maximum allowable rth pollutant in
the water, in tons/10 4 gallons of water
b"" the amount of annual surface runoff of
,(,j
water of the ~jth area, in 104 gallons
•











= bijr for all i, J. r --(4)
•
the amount of rth r3sourcc in ijth area such as
open space '::hlCh r:11..u:;t be 2.11oc2.t01 to each llni t
of output of kth industry to guarantee a prefer~d
urban density, avail8.bilit~r 0:' p3.rlc and open s:Juce,
in acres per lOr). :~ ou.tj?ut
available rth resource such as urban land, parl\:
area, in acres.
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Land Resources For Agricultur8 Production
n ~~ aijkrXijk = bijr for all i, j, r ---------(5)
k
where ~ .'..
the amount· df rth type of la.nd n'geded for
producing one unit of output of the kth industry,
in acre per 104;
-the available rth- l~nd resource in ijth area,
in acre
Constraint (5) can be expanded to include other resources
or infrastructures which can be identified to each ijth area. The













. . population generated by each unit output of
industry k , in 10 persons/l0 4 $.
Existing or base year population in ~jth
area, in 10 persons
•
P. - projected population at the end of planning~jU
year, in 10 persons
42
Industry Size Preference
>Xijk = hijkl ----------------(7a)
Xijk~ hijku ----------------(7b)
Xijk = hijk ----------------(7c)
for all ijk
~'1here
h· -,.. 1) I the desired. minimum size of the kth industry in1. J J.'\A.
th - eth - 104 ~~e lJ area, In ?
hijku a the desired maximilln size of the kth industry
in the ijth area, in 104 t.
43
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Population Based Industry Location Restraint
Some industries must be located closely to where the popula-
tion is. Industries such as personal services belong to this
class. Other types of industry, such as construction, also falls
into this category. The industry output are primarily generated
for meeting the need of the population located closely. A restraint
of follo\',ing form v:i11 serve this purpose I
n+l
PmXijm - 2: Pl~Xijk ? 0 for all ij and m ----------( 8)
k
where
Pk population generated by each unit output of
industry k, in 10 persons/104 $
Pm The size of the population vlhose need for
industry m output can be met by one unit
of m industry output, in 10 person per 104 $
Xijk I X industry output in the ijth area.
44
Commuting Pattern Constraint
When hydrographic areas are small in size, it is very common that
people live in one hydrographic area and commute daily to other hydrographic
areas to work. This is especially true in metropolitan areas. When
planni~g future economic growth, this factor must be carefully considered
to avoid confusion and chaos in terms of traffic, availability of recrea-








Ith population integrated hydrogra.phic areas.
means "belongs."






c; ';'~:( 1.- ; 1,. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ( 9)
"t.I.LAo 'J"~
•
C··k t~J - the ratio of total final de~and to total output
of the lcth industry in the ijth area, in d9cir.lal.




Final Demand bum and b lm
The right hand side coefficients of inequalities
(la) and (lb) are related:
I
= blm (1+~) ---------------------(10)
where
~ the annual final demand growth rate of the
mth industry, in decimal
I End of the planning period from base year,
in years.
•
bim the base year or existing final demand for the
m th industry, can be found readily from the
transaction table of the input - output
study conducted for the study area.
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Water Demand Wki (eq. 2)
~n+l,L = dl~cVl (I-C) for all 1 ---------------(ll-a)
\'/here
number of days in the 1th month
daily mean value of per capita water
c~ns~~Ption. in 104 gallons
V "S1. ratio of per capita "later consumption iYl the 1-~:1
month to the mean water constmption value, in 1cci~al.
V·Tater (other than hunan consumption) used dir2ctly
by the kth industry such as irrigation for agri-
4 4culture, in 10 gallons/IO ) - year
el fraction of evaporation of the total aru1ual
evaporation in lth month, in decimal.
"P,... population generated by each 10"1' ) output of the
J:~
kth industry, 10 persons
C fraction of per capita water cons~~ption not used
at home, in decimal.
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•
Water Quality Coefficients (eq.3)
Sljkr = d,ija;-. Lijkt -~--------------------(12)
where
•
d . . .,. :
..(..J~r The amount of rth pollutant washed off t type
land in the ,ijth area, in tons/acre - year.
The amount of t type land used per 104 $
output of the kth industry in the ijth area,
in acres/ 104 $ - year.
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Quality of Life qijkr (eq. 4)
For urban density,
qijkr = lO.o.UijdPkele2 ---------------------------(13)
or = lO.O.VijdPke1e2
or = lO.o.OijdPkel for all ij ~ k (except k = n+l)
'·there
q. · 1~J ,n+ ,r = 10.0 U.- d~J
= 10.0 'I. ed~J




= urban, park or open space.
= the preferred per capita urban land need in the
ijth area, in acres/p~rson.
= the preferred recreation or park la~d per
capita need in the ijth area, in acres/person
O. -d = the preferred open space per capita need in thelJ
ijth area, in acres/person.
e1 = employed to population, in decimal.
e2 = day time need of the employed to per capita re~i-
dential need, in decimal.
"
Land con~issions or SCS, US~A are good r8sources for obtaining
information on the available resource b-. .lJr
50
•
A~riculture Land ~emand (eq. 5)
The productivity of agriculture land differs from region to
region. The coefficient a ijkr in equation (5) is expected to be
different for different regions and areas. ?or areas v:here land
productivity is available, a representative coefficient can be
obtained. As an example, the land coefficient for sugarcane
industry in an area TIith its sugarcane land classified as 6o~ A
class, 15% B class, and 25% C class is calculated here. The land
requirement for each class or type of land is obtained from table 1.
Then the land coefficient, a·. k ' will be~J r
15.7· x 0.6 + 19.2 x 0.15 + 23.4 x 0.25 = 18.15 acres/104$
51
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Population Coefficients Pk (eq. 6)
vll1ere
C. = the ratio of the total number of persons supported
\"
directly by the kth industry to the kth industry
enploymcnt, in deci~al.
= NUI:lber of employment generated by each 104 .~.
h k h·· /1 L~ .~,of t ..e ~t~ lnclustry, In 10 persons 0 .~.
(Self en11Jloyed and gov~rrmlent v;orl~ers are prorated
to each industry in accordance to its employment)
gk = the annual gro'.\-th rate of labor productivity of
indus try k, in de c iinal.
I = the end of the p18.nning period, in years.
53
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Appendix II. INPUTS TO THE MODEL
Card '1rouTI
1) ~eontief technical coefficient matrix
Format (SP10.S)
2) POPUD (I) I Population supported by the Ith industry in
10 person/US $10000.0 (54 items).
Format (8FIO.S)
3) lYEAR Planning period, in years
Format (I2)'
4) GRO~'1TP.(I) I Annual labour productivity increase of the Ith
industry, in decimal.
(If one person is needed nO\'l to produce 010000.0
of Ith commodity and only 0.97 will be needed
1.0-0.97
next year, then GRO~'frp(I) = 1.0 = 0.0)
Fonnat (SFIO.S)
5) ISI'IAll:E = Island or major area name
RSr{Ar~E = Resource name
ANAI\::a: = Hydrographic or minor area name (1, 2, ••• 8,9,10)
TI:,TT3R = Interval name (01 , 02, ... , 12)
Format (8Al, l1A2, 10~1, 12A2)
6) IDrrAI.~E(I)= T11e Ith industry na"1le (01, 02, .•. , 54, 55)
Fomat (40i\2)
54
7) r-!A (I) I
ISL1Da
No. of hydrographic or minor areas of the Ith major
area.
No. of Island or major areas.
~~I No. of resources
Fo~at (311, 2I2)
8) ~XPCFUI Frojected regional (all major areaG) population at
end of planning period, in 10 persons
EXFOPL: Population at the beginning of planni~G period, in
10 persons
Format .(8Fi~.5)
9) AI-1ATRI:{1 Coefficient of the objective function
FOrMat (8~lO.5)
10) R:'IS (I,J,K): l'!ater supply, in 106 gallons, iYl the :ah month,
jth minor area, Ith major area.
Format (8FIO.5)
11) RS (I, J ,?J) : !';th l"'esource supply in the jtl1 minor area, Ith
major area (land resources in acres and pollutant
in tons)
Format ~8FIO.5)
12) FI!':ALD (I) I
•
The predicted final demand, in lo4~, of the Ith
industry.
Present (or base year) final demand of the Ith
· d · I L~ t\1n ustry, ~n O~.
55
Fornat (8::'10.5)
14) :fLO-.: (I; , I) I :'10:: (population) C011trol of t:1e rTth major
area and the Ith minor area
Format (lOA1, ... )
16) IF(I,J) I
Ho. of integrated population area groups in
the Nth major area.
I\To. of minor 8.reas in the Jth ,;roup in t~1e It21
major area.
(ITate I minor ar~as in e2.c11 group rntlst be
consecutivaly nill~bered, i.e., 1, 2, 3 or
2, 3, 4, or 3, 4 but not 1, 3)
17) II'TFUT to SUBRCUTIlr: ":J.ATERD
(Card groups 17 and 18 must be provided for each hydrographic
or minor areas)
Format (8Fl0.2)
17-1) EPP~~TI = Bmployed person/population ratio
DATJS3 = Office use of ":.rater in fraction of total da,ily use . .
Forrnat (r;P10. 2)





VARI_~T(I) = r.:onthly variation of \':ater con3umption of th9 Ith .
rilonth, in fraction of averaz:e t::atcr con3ur::ption.
56
~ FOY'r.18. t (·:I'1 0 . 2)
17-4) ~lACPA = Daily average per capita water consumption, in
gallons/c.ay •
~lIA(I) = rI'otal annual diract Y/ater con8t~'"7lption of the Ith
Lt, /tindustry; in 10' gallons ,;·10000.0.
Format (°710.2)
18) II·TFUT ~o SU=)~O(J~I.:G L.AIrJ
Per capita urban lRnd needs, in acres
Per capita parle land need, il1. acres
Per capita total land need, in acr~s
Sugarcan8 land/lO,COO.O I J~, in ~cres
Pineapple land/lO,aOO.o ; US, in acres
Pasture lane./IO, 000.0 ':5 TJ(3, in 8.cr·~s
2Jploycj person/population










18-2) rOLU:2 (J, I) I ~o11u~~n-t 7 len ~o~~/~"rCJ- _ V~ u \" J. ,L.':':; (~........ t.- :rO:-.L :c th 12.11.d
CUL, PL, SL, etc.)
19) (30und SectiOl1.) .::.




Format (A2, A4, 2A2)
19-2) ~:o = No. of bound
Format ()~O-I2)
PP(J) = The nunber of the industries vlhich require bound.
'/ALU3 (I) = 'laltl9 of the Ith bOU11:l.
For:nat (~::'1C. 5)
*Three types of bound are provided tOI
a. eliminate certain industries from a~ area
(P:{ bqund)
b. guarantee e~~isting industry and population (industry 55)
will not be ~oved
(LO bound)
c. guarantee populatio~ an.0. inc1ustri(;s \lill 110t e;cceed




Appendix III. GUIDELINE FOR USING TEE MODEL
1) Obtain an initial feasible solutionl
a) Use minimization instead of maximization.
b) Don't use real resource supply. Otherwise, other data (input)
are real. ~ake resource supply an large as space will allow.
Population l01,','er bound (base ~rGar) for eacl-l area should be
real.
c) r:'he out/~j1J"-5el) are to be conlpared v!ith ~{no-\·tn resource
suppl~r ',':11ich ShOllld be lar0~r or at 10s.st equal to the
derl1and (resource ) indicated on tl1e 'rlloclel output. Other\'lise.
it indicates error.
2) Obtain f::2.:,:irnQ"":1 output ~:li thout a plan.
a) Use real resource supply instead and run the model for each
islanc. separately to ma::imizG 01..1tDllt (state G:·IP).
b) Add the outPllt values for all rUl1.G. '-:2his is the ma.:{im1Lll
possible gro~;;th a natural gro·,'!th p2.ttern can achieve.
3) Obtain rna:cimurn output und8r optima.l dir8c~_~ed grovltha
Use same input data but run the mocel for all islands (not
s~parately). Compare the Z value anc the n~·cimlli~ output
obtained in ste:!.) 2. ·~:1.8 c1iff8ren.ce is th:) benefit dU9 to
directed gro',\Tth action. :::n.ter in t1'1e appropriate coltLTTln
on ",','orI: she at .
l~) Check if economic demand is m~t. I~entify resource shortage
and develop ,romisin; action8 (trial plan):
2.) If eco~1.on-iic denal1.ds not met, ac:just i::' pGrmi tted. 'wJhcn not
59
•permitted, proceed to (b).
b) If shortage is not severe, the benefit o£ each promising
action can be obtained directly from the output. In fact,
an optimal plan can be obtz:.ined ,,!i·~hout further running
the codel.
c) ~hen shortages are severe. the trial plan should be tested





(1) (3) Actions proposed to remove (4) Cost &benefit associated
Resources (2) resource shortage with the actions
or Type Directed New or Technology Gro'ss
demand of grot-lth Resource recycled improve- Adjust benefit Cost Net
shortage action pattern transfer resource ment demand 106$ 106$ benp.fit Remarks
1) Demand mean~ economic demand expressed in terms of industry.
2) Types of action are EC (economic), EQ (environmental), SO (social).
Appendix IV. PROGRAMS FOR MODEL GENERATION AND OPTIMIZATION
.1~.~1.UU ~u~ ~II •• ~NUC~ ~JO .~~~O - ~AU~
N 12.51.vl JOB 377 ENO EXECUTION.
_..__.II t< AU I JOB f 2 92 8, 1K I , 50S , 3 '<L , 1 3 OKR) , • T.e L I ANG ~
II EXEC FLRTCLG,F~GION=13~)K
IISVSIN DO *
•••••*••***.**••••• ~T*_.~*~. J J B PAR A MeT E P S •••••*.*.*-~*.~_.*..*%
• JOB,. * CPU Ttf-'E • 1/0 Kt:QJESTS • P.tAX FEGION. LINES * CA~DS • FO~~S • COf
• 2928. 50 S ~ 1024. 130K * 3012. 1001J. STO ..
•*••**.*.*.*.*~.*~.*•• *.t*~•••*.* ••*•••••*••••** •••*.**••••••••**•••*•••*••••••*.
IEf1421 - STEP ~AS EXECUTE~ - eDNO C~DE ~O~~
IEF 1421 - STE P WA S E XE-C UTED - C 0.'40 C CDc 0000










































D) 603 111: 1 , 54
603 READfZ,104) IA(I,J),J=1,54)
nQ 604 1=1,54
Dl1 6,)4 J=l, 54
IF(I .EQ. J) AI!,J)=ACI,JI -1.0
604 A( I ,J) = -A ( I ,J »
DO 16·) 3 I =1 , 54
1603 to ( I ,55» = \.I. 0
PEAnCS,104) (POPUDCIJ,I=1,55.
~EADC5,850) IVEAR




. DO 851 11=1,54
Dr:" 851 I=l,IYEAR
851 POP UD ( I I) = P OP ~JD ( t I) I 11. a .. G~(J wT P ( I I I )
wR I TE (6, 1U5 ) (P OPU D ( I ) , 1= 1, 54 )
peE wINO 1
REAL I S~ ~I~ E ( d J , I D'·'4AME ( 55)
DI""ENS 10,",4 ~D(5:>,12)
DI ~E NS I 0 i'4 Ri... A~ t: ( 11 ) ,A NA~E ( 1 0 », TIN Te: ~ (ll )
RcA r) ( 5, 1 0 6 ) (I SNA"'1 F ( I , • I =1, 8) , ( R NA Mf. ( I J • I a 1 , 11) t
$ ( ~ 1~'"' ~ E , 1 ) , I =1 t 10 ) , ( TIN TcPc, ( I ) , I =1 , 12. )
1 0 6 F'0 R~A T ( BA1 , 1 1 ,.\ 2 , lOA 1 ,1 2 A2 j
~ tAD ( 5 , 1:J 7' (lOt ~At·~ E( I ) , I =1 f 55 J
107 FJf( MA T(40A2)
DIMENSION N,.\(tJ)
READ(5,1~a) {N~(IJ,I=l,8) ,ISLAD,NR
00 3u02 1=1 r 8
62











































I F ( "4 ~ ( I) • LE. 0) ~ ~ ( I ) :: 10
3 002 CJ NTI 'J uE
REA f) ( 5 , 104 t Exp DP U, E XP OPl
EAPOPL = EXPOPU -EXPJPL
108 FOP ,~A T ( 8 I 1 , l I 2 )
104 FCR~AT(dF10.5)
1~5 FO"MAT (. ',llFIO.5»
O!M2NSION KD111,55)
2I~~~SIJ~ AMATKX(55)
;:< E&- C( 5 ,1 04 ) ( ~ lw1 ATRX( I ) , I =1 ,5 5 )
C RWS ( I , J , K) =WA TE~ ~UPPLY I NTH E KTH ''10 NTH J TH .ARE A. I THIS LAN 0
C (MtX I=54.J=6,K=12 IN lu*.6 G~LLO~S)
CIMENSION ~~S(d,b,12), RSl8,6,11J
on 143 N=l,ISLAJ
I to t. =NA ( \\)
L,C; 1... 3 IA::l,IAA
~~AD(5,lu4. (RwS(N,IA,J),J=1,12)
C CO~V~?T ~wS INT~ 10·.4 G~LLON~/~ONTH
[:S 143 J=1,12






r; E: AD ( ) , 1U4) (F- I ~A L () ( 1) , 1= 1 , 54 )
~EAD(5 ,104) (RA'JG(!) ,1=1,5'1-)
ro d45 M=:., 54
845 ~~NG(~) = FINAlD(~) ~ R~NG(M)
POPUL~TI~N FLO~ CG~T~CL
OIMENS ICJ~~ FLJw( 10, lJj
DO 3J03 N=l,ISLAO
I AA=t~~ (N)
3003 REAO(S,lubJ (FlOw(N,I ),l=l,IAA)
CPO PULATI 0 ~~ I rJTEGRAT '= t) GRau pS
DI~~NSION IP(a,J..l) ,NPG(8)
FEA:(, ,10\14) (NoG(J) ,J=l, ISL~D)
CU 1005 N=l,ISLAD
N'J =NPG p~ )
IJJ5 ~ttD(5,1~u4) (ID(~~,J.,J=l,NO)
C NPGlN)=NO uF SuCH G~OUPS ON THE NTH ISLAND
.c IP(N,J)=~~') CJF ""r\E~S IN THE JTH :;ROUP ON THE NTH ISLAND
C THE ONLY READ ~UT tN INPUT S~CTION IS IN aOUND SECTIUN
c IN?!.)T ~q:: ~LSO F~u~ THE- TH~t:t ~ua~OuTlt~E
C




112 FOR!'1AT (. ','~AME' ,10X,'RESOURCE')





511 FOf(.1AT( • ROitS' J
63















____ __ .0 a 12 8 K:= 1 ,r~ ~ R. _ __ __





__ __ __C I NTf. R I ~ 0 US TR yeoNSTQ AI NT ROW S
aD o\J~) I=l,~4
600 ~RITE(1,601) ID~AME(r)
60 1 FOP t~AT ( .I.. X t • L • , 2X, • I ND uS' , A2 I
C POPULt.T!C'~ CCNSTRAINT
C RO"S COr~5Il)ERII\~G POPUL,;.TION IN EACH HYDRO-AREA
OQ !300 N= 1, I SlAD
I :- A:: NA (r'4)
DO 800 I A:: 1 , I ~~
WR I T E ( 6, 8 0 l' FLC' W( N, I A ) , I SN~ ,.,c eN) ,ANA~E « I Aa
8Ju ~RITE(1,802) FLOWlN, IA"ISNAMECN),AN4Mc( tAl
801 FCR~AT(' • ,lx,A1 ,2X,LA1,·POPUl' ,3X.1H'SC4LE',3X,·O.Ol')
802 FORMATe l~,Al ,2x,2A1,·POPUL',3X,1rl'SCALE',3X,'U.Jlt)
r.PITE(1,b20)
620 FORMAT&lX, 'L' ,2X, 'POPULAT' ,3X,1H' SCALE' ,3,X,'O.01')
CO lOlO "J=l,ISlAD
NG=NPG (N)
00 101 0 J =1 ,N 0
wRITE(6,lOll) ISNAME(N),J
~JP I TE( 1 , 10 12 ) I SNA tJ f ( N) ,J
FOP!"1AT (. • ,1X,'=', 2X,A 1,'POPUl~' ,ll,2X,1H'SCALE' ,3X,'O.Ol')



















































115 FOP~AT (I I ,'COLU.~NS' j
515 FORMAT( ·COLu~NS')
00 23 N=l.ISLAD







DO 23 10=1 ,~5
DO 25 J=1,11.,2
25 WRITE( 1,50Q» ISNAMEtNI ,ANAME( IA), ION.AME( 10),
! I S NA r", t ( N) t A NA ~~ E ( I ~ ) ,R NA~E ( 1» , TIN TEK( J) ,\IIi 0 ( lOt J ) ,
! ISNAME(~J,ANtMECIAJ,~NA~E(lj,TINTE~(J+l),~O(ID.J.l)
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DO 24 I R=2 , ;~R
24 W~I TEf 1,51J) ISNAME(~j ,ANAME( IA), IDNAMEl 101, ISNAMt:(N),
.S ANtM::C IA) ,i{NAr1El IK J ,RO( I~, 10)
WRITE(1,519J I$NAME(N),A~AME(IA),IDNAME(IDJ,AMATRX(IDJ
DO 26 J=1,53,l
26 WRITE(1,619j ISNA:~E( N),ANAME(IA, ,IONAME:(ID.,IDNAME(J),
$ A ( J , I ()) , I ')~~AME (J f-1 ) ,A ( J+ 1 , I D J
h ~ I T~ ( 1, d J 5 ) I SNA ~ E( ~» ,AN AM r: ( r A) ,I D.'J AM E( I 0 »,
_$ IS N~ ME ( N J , AN"" :'~t: ( I A ) , p ClP U0 (1 0 )
IF(tD .GT. 54) °OPUD(55) = o.a
W~ ITEl 1,622) I SNAME( Nl ,ANAME( tA) ,I DNAME( ID) ,PQPUO( lOt
p 0 PU r) ( 5:)' =- 1• :)
r F ( I A • GT. I P P) GOT a 1 02 J
GO TO 23
lJ20 JJ=JJ+l
IPP=IPP + IP(N,JJ) .

















541 FO~~~AT l 4X,'QHSSID~ ',3X, 2Al,2~2,4X,F12.J, JX,2Al.2A2,4X,F12.3)





WRI TE( 1, ~4 l) I S NA~--1 f ( ~) , AN AM~ ( I A) ,R NA ME( 1 ) • TIN TERI J j , ~,WS( N, I A, j j ,
$ 1 SNA "'1t ( N) ,A N;\ \1 E( I A) , Rr\A I'~U: ( 1 ) , T I ~ TER( J +1 ) ,R wS , N, I A, J + 1 )
142 WkIT E ( 6, 141 j I S'Jt. 1\' E( N. ,AN AM~ ( I A., ,r;, t\,A 1'1.1 ~ ( 1 » , TIN TER( J , tRw 5 ( t\J • I ~ • J I.
$ I SN .~ ME ( N) ,AN~ ME ( I ~ ) , RM i~ r: (1 t , TIN rcR( J + 1) ,R \-4 S ( N, I A , J + 1 )
OJ 152 J=2 ,N~
w~ITF(1,553) IS\JA~E( N),ANAMECIA) ,R!"iAMECJ),Q.SIN,IA,J)
15 2 .~ ~ I TE ( 6 , 1 5 j) I S NA '1 E( N) ,A NAM=( I A » " ~ NA M~ ( J ) , RS ( ~, I A, J )
DU 702 K=l,54
~~IT=(6,7U3) ID~AME(K),FINALD(~J
702 r.~I TEt 1,704J IDf\AMEIKJ ,FINALO(K)
703 FJ~"1AT(' ',4X,'~HSSIDE',3X,'I~~jJUS' ,A2,3X,F12.Z)
7()4 Fn~~AT ( 4X,' QHSSIDE?',3X, 'INDUS' ,A2,3X,F12.2)




























wR I TE' b, llJ16) r SNAMEIN) ,K
W"; I TE( 1, 1J 1 1 J I SNA ~E ( N) ,K
FORMATI' • ,4X " RHSSIDE' ,3X,Al, 'POPULG', I 1,2X, '0.0·'
FO~MAT( 4X,'QHSSIOE',3X,Al,·POPULG',Il,2X,'O.O')
FO~MAT(' ·,4X.'~HSSIDE·.3X,·PuPULAT·,3X,F12.5)
FGRMATI 4X,' ~HSSIOE' ,3X,'POPULAT' ,3X,F12.5.
FORMAT(' ·,4A,·RHSSIDE·t3~,2Al,A2,6X,F12.3,3Xt2Al,A2t6XtF12.31
FORMAT ( 4X,·RHSSIOE·,3X,ZA1,A2,6~,F12.3t3Xt2Al.A2.6XtF12.31




D.] 825 J =1 , 54 • 2
WFITEll,8l2j 1~NAME(J),QA~G(J),IDNAMEIJ+l"R4~G(J.1)
82 5 ~;<. I TE ( 6, 8 2 .; ) I DNA ~ E( J I ,~ANG( J J , I J NAM E( J +1 ) • ~ ANG·( J + 1 »
822 FOR~AT(4X,·LUO~MAND·t2X,·lNDUS·,A2,3X,F12.2tlXt·INOUS',A2,3X.





















C F ANGES SECTION l R~NGE 5 NAME 'LODEMANO'
C
..._-_. - .-- '._- ._- _.._---
c














































READ(S,509,END=101J TYPE,BNAME1,BNAME2,COLNAM -_.---.- ... ----------












F 0 F MA T (. ',' ENO ATA·)
F lJ PP-1 ~ T ( , EI~C 4 TA ' )
DIM~NSIDN TEST(16)
RE ~I r...D 1
66




















OD 7 OJ I:: 1 , I SLA J
lJO NJAPE~ :: NO~RE~ • N~(I)
NO~OwS = (NJARcA * 17) + 1
~OR~WS = No~aws + 8JO
DO 400 1=1 ,NOR~WS
~ EAD ( 1 ,3 I) 0) 'Tt ST« K) ,t< =1 , 16)
40() ~R rTe( 6, 3l) 11 (TEST (K I,K=l.lb)
300 F' -' t: M~ T (1 5 ~4 ,41 )
C~ 30JO K=l,lbUO
30(lO REAO(1,3Ju) (TEST(I).I=1,16)
[, ~ 30J 1 I =1 ,2 5 ()
J( [AD( 1,3JO) (TE ST( t() ,"=1, Ibl
3JOl wRITc(6,3Jll (TEST(KJ,K=1,16)











































C POLUTIJ,I): POL~UTANT J I~ LdS /4CRE-~nNTH FRO~ ITH LAND(UL,PL ETC
C EP~LTI=E~PlOYED TO POPULATION, OURATI=OFFICE VE~SUS RESIDENTIAL NE
~EAQ(5,lO) ULCPA,PlCPA,TLCPA,SLD,ALD,rllD,EP~ATI,OURATI
DO 4 J=1,11




10 FOP~AT( 8F10 • .:e.J
uC 1 1=1,54
1 ~Ot2,I) = PuPUD(ll*ePRATI-10.0*ULCPA*OURATI
C'J 2 1=1,54
2 ~D(3tI)=POP~D(I)·EPRATI*lO.O.PLCPA·JURATI








ewE 0 Nl '( CH EC K THE C ~ 1TIC ~L MO NT H
DO 5 J =8 ,11
01] 5 I: 1,54
5 J:O(J,I) :: J.O
DO 7 J=8,11
DO 1 1=1,54
DO 7 M=2 t 1
7 ~OIJ.I) = KDtJ,I) + RO(M,I).POLUT(J-7,M-1J
DO 1f)') K=2,11
100 \ttJ;ITE(6,11J (KD(K,!) ,1=1,541
PIJ 20 1=5,l!
20 R0 ( I ,55) : J. 0




RTRAN tv G LE~EL 21 MAI~ DAT~ :: 75013 12/ft7/5
'-
C EV~PA-~E~C~~T JF ~~NUAL EVAPORATIQ~.
C VA~IAT-w~CPA.VARIAT(J) = PER CAPITA CUNSJMPTIQN IN THE MONTH J.
C V~;{IAT ll~ DECIM~L QF wACP~.
--c"- -~ACP A-I""E.\N w~ r c~ -cS~S Uf'.1PT I uN I N GAL LJNS PeR P E~ SJ~--- opE f.\ DA Y. -. --_. - -.- - .---
C wD ( I) -r) I ~EC T ~N;'JU~ L ~A 1 ER CONSUMPT I ON JF I NDJ Sf RY 1 IN 10-4 GALLot:S F
C 10.4 $ JUTPUr
.001---------- --Sue~'J~T I i.. ~ i'I AT EQD (POPU 6; ,;C\:JNSU) -- -- -- ----- ----------- ----- -.----- -- --- _. -.- ---------
to 02 100 FOR ~ l.. T ( d FLO. 2 j
1003 UIM::~~S ION V... KIt.TC 12) ,E\I.\PVA( 12) ,wCJNSul55,12J ,WA(5't' ,POPUi)(56110-04- ---00·--3 K--;i -~-54 ------ ----- - -------- - ------ - ---------- --.-- - ------- .-------- ------ - --~....----
'005 3 ~A(K)':O.O
10 06 ... ~ A: ( 5 , 1 0 0) t: PEA TI ,0AYU SE
iQ·O-1- ---------RE-Aa [5,100) (EVAPVAIJ) ,J=f;'12» -------------------- -- -------.--..---.--
.008 RfAD(S,lOJ) (V~~IAT(J) ,J=1,lZ)
'009 ._. . REAO(S,lJU) wACPA, (WA( I) ,I=1,5~_,wA(22) ,~A(32)
)-010----- ~ E to f) ( 5 ,1 00 j wA( ..5 )
to 11 ~R I TE , b, 1v 1) WA CP 4, (wA ( I) t I =1 t 5) t W~( 22) ,wA (32 »,WA ( 45 ,
to 12 DOl I =1 , 54
;0 13 -------- .- C Q 4 J =1 , 1 2
.014 4 WCC~~~(I,J)=(PG~UD(I).~~CPA*VA~IAT(J).30.0.DAYUSEj/1000.0
'0 15 2 w~ I T E ( 6 , 1 J 1) ( •• Co·\~ SU ( I ,J ) t J =1 , 12 ))0-16-------------_·--- ,,~ I T~ ( b, 101 ) (w A( 1 ) t I =1D, 54) --- _.- - - -- -- -- ---.-- ---.-- --- -
10 11 wR I T~ ( 6. 1 0 1 .J (E VA P VA ( J • t J =1 , 12 )
'018 • DO 5 I =1 ,54
'-0 19 _.- -- ----_.-------.-- 00-- --5 J =1 • II - --- ------- -
.020 5 hCONSJ(I,J) :: wCc)~~SU(I,J) + ().u1-EVAPVAlJ)*w.\(IJ)
)021 00 6 I =1 ,54 .)0 l i ---- .. _-- ----- --. . -- --6- -wR.IT:: ( 0, 10 1 ) (fW CJ N SU( I ,J) ,J =1 , 12 )
to 23 DO 1 J =1 , 12
)0 24 7 wee ~J sU ( 5 5 , J ) :: ( WAC P A* (1 • 0 ....·D to- VUSE ) :,. V At-. 1~T ( J ) ·.3 J • 0 »I 10 I)0 • 0




___________________________ ~ 6 __ • ~ _
r '
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Appendix V. SOME INPUT DATA USED IN THE EXAMPLE
4Population supnorted by each industry, in 10 persons/to $
Industry
6No. i 2 3 4 .5 7 8
Population 0.1174 O.O~S2 0.1207 o. 09~~5 0.1231 0.0202 0.0999 0.0229
Industry
16No. 9 10 11 12 1~ 14 15
-'
Population 0.113) 0.0167 0.0724 0.1150 0.2174 0.1249 0.1377 0.3010
Industry
!~o • 17 18 19 20 21 22 2) 21~
Population. 0.7250 0.2109 0.0 0.22713 0.1;147 0.0 0.0 0.6797
Industry
r~o • 25 26 27 2° 29 30 ;1 32,.)
Population 0.0 0.2751 0.1;07 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.1~S"9 0.1097
Industry
... ? ')~ 34- 35 ~h '}:7 ~(\ 39 1-1-01.0.
--..I ./'"' .,/'-'
Population 0.3250 0.:965 o.12L~7 O. ;02L~ 0.3233 0.1 315 0.0623 0.2101
Industry
Ho. 1~1 L~2 43 44 45 46 47 48
Population 0.3559 0.;416 0.1250 0.0222 0.1721 0.21.1'09 0.3511 0.2160
Industry
I~o •. 49 50 51 52 .53 54
Population 0.425.5 0.1115 O.70~31 0.3753 0.11)0 0.0
•
70
2} Flan~ing year = 30
3) Annual labor productivi ty gro·,lth ra~e
Industry
4 / SNo, 1 2 ~ 5 7
-
C)
Rate 0,02.5 0,02.50 0.0]25 0.0415 O.OLI,27 0.054Lj. 0.0611 0.0537
Industry
lL~ 1~:·~o . 9 10 11 12 13 15
Rate 0.030 0.0171 0.0303 0.030S 0.0196 o. OJ~3J o. oL~6:, 0.0504
Industry
no. 17 12 1 a 20 :21 22 2; 2~:--/
































49Ho, 50 51 52 53 51.4-
Rate 0.0171 0.0171 0.0171 0.0171 0.0171 0.0171
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3) Projected population for ~~auai year 2000 61,000.0 persons
Kauai 1970 po~ulation = 29,520.0
4Economic projections in 10 ~ for year 2000 versus 1970
economic final demand
~Year 1 2 1 4 S 6 7 8
2000 0.0 59.:1 357.10 !+117.75 1~57. 69 57.31 401.3 17.0
1970 0.0 41.00 357.00 40.54.00 25.00 10.00 63.00 3·0
Thrust~ 9 10 11 12 13 14 1~ 16
2000 32.3~ 9'1.:5 10L" ,(.Ij, 2')') .,.,0 2~~ 3 . 15 I~-S;. Or"' ~12.;~~ 200.07./ ' ... ~ __ • I _J
1970 7.00 23.-00 53.00 77.. 00 75.00 81+.00 1)2.00 30.00
~ ,17 1~ lC'l 20 21 22 2':' 24
2000 24. 5~t
-- -- 3·67.4f 1022.9 -- -- --
1970 5.0
-- -- 74.0 2/+.0 -- -- --
Year 25 26 27 23 29 10 ")1 ~2
2000
-- .].52.96 -- -- -- -- -- 3664.32
1970 -- 34.0 -- -- -- -- -- 1013.00
Thrust
~
Thrust~ """" ~'~. ~5 ~6 ~7 ~'" ~9 ~IO~ ')
2000 232.57 ~ ..... t::ry :c2 .L~O 712.9 90!.J,.72 11'~9.7; 1~:9.9 991} .14.... ~ ·~ ,
1970 63.0 5.0 54.0 42.0 162.0 187.0 17;.0 205.0
Thrust
~ I~l ~~2 4"", L~~ ,!} S ,~6 ,~~? 43
2000 5583.62 1571.00 832.79 567. S,'-J. 2151J.0 692.0 ;,101.36 1356·36







59!~" .l~, 246. I.} 7 S70.24 573.9
135.0 1~96. 0 133.0 38.0 119.0 eJ.o
5) EMployment/population ratio = 0.459
OfficG U3~:; of Of::atcr, in fr~ctio!1 of a:veraS9 per c2.pi ta
\'later C011S1..L-:lptiol1 = 0.2128
6) r:~onthly evaporation in p~rcent of annual total eV6.;oration
(::auai :1ydro~rn.phic i'~rea I)
r:onth 1 2- J 4 I 5 I 6 t 7 , ':) 9 I 10 I 11 12I 1 - i
3.47 Ii. "" ~: Q ): " ~.71Evaporation 7.02 7.50 8.48 9.J1! 9.20i9.72;9.19 c • 7:j I 7 . '; - I 7 . 1.:;
I I : I I
?) r:onthly variation of per c8.~~,i.l~2. ""2.tar consuT:1~~ion, i~1 :r?c··~ion
of avcra;e per capita ':.19..ter con8u:nptio~
I.Tonth
Variation
1 2 3 I l~ 5 I 6 ! 7 ~ I 9 1 10 : 11 12
8) AveracZ'9 per capita VJater con::nlln,tion i~ ,;allo:1~~ r>er .ca.y 2.~'_
industry annual indirect ',':ater consur::ption, in Gallons/~~(1970)
output (:-{ydrogra3'hic ~~rea II, ·~~au2.i)




9) Per capita land requirement, in acres and industry























20.~G5 acres/l04 ~ o~~~~~
'I~ine~,?le lar-_'~: 1 ? .12.5 2.cres/l O"-t' ~ o~·.':~]u-:
(ve~~teble3, 9tC.)
Pasture land
Office dei1si ty re8i~ential ~~nsity/O.2
10) Sedkent, JOD, nitrogen and phos:?hor
Lane. Usc Urb.;.n Far~: Forest SU·;2.!:'C 2.l~:-' Fin:-· '.~. :'D l'~ ~'": ;~:.:~ -\.: L:::'~ ~
Sedin1ent 0.09 o 0 0.1 l~. 5 .', 1 ..~.'-'
JO~ 0.00557 o. OO~;'5 o. OO~:J5 0.00',5 O•.JO·~5 o..':(":,)
Hitroee~l 0.000011.5 0.00205 0.00205 O.OO~O.5 0.0020.5 0.00205
Phosphor 0.OOO17~ 0.00013l.j· 0.000124 o. 00(;1 :;'.~ O.OOOl~~:- 0.COO1~4
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Appendix VII. LISTING OF 54 BASIC INDUSTRIES
',~
••.•.. , ~:. o.
SIJG4". CA~'E '~~1D': r];J.~~ :F'{E~D:'})D:;S ::'-:·?·'·-:':F·.'.~:
? I N:= ..\PPlE.· r~ U! TS ?··.·NUTS; .:\\'lD VEGET :iBL ES: .'
C~NNED FRUITS,'VEGETABlES, AND SEA FOODS
if SUG4~ P~OCESSi~:G . '. '!'.
ss- BEEF & HOGS' . . " .•.' :'.~:..-..... '.
~ g~~t~R.~A.?!~ .:~.O~U~.Tt.. c' ~; >;·:r~.·~/.:..,~_·~·_..:~:!J.·~.:;.~~.·~...;5.:·~.~(r:....'~.:.
[; CO:#~:·,E~C I;ll : Fl SH! ;"~G >.. ....::..:.~: '.'; -
'i OTHErrAG~ lCUL rURAL.: P~OOUCTS---:-_...;...~.--.;..-.;..... ;.......-.____....,;.: _____
~f ;:;~~~ NgP.ODUC~S~ .:' -.:: . ':.~ ",: "::;;(',i /f:\:~'~'!! i!~!~:!·~~ig·~;~ii~i~~:'{<~~}~:!1~~fi·\··~~t:;;!{~}f~~1~
11 rUM~Eq ~ ~ono PRODDcTs,:exCEPT FU~NITUk~ ~~
jb ·~~~·~·~:~:~~~:~~·~~~e ~~~~.:·:;~,Ji;:~~;~~l/t:;::~0E;f~\~.~~
~l CHENICALS· & ALLIED PROOUCTS""-,:. . :;···:-:~:·S=.·~~·:··
~~ PET~aLEUM REFINING' :~._.~~ ..·.t::.•. ,. :-:: ..•.~~.:.< .
1.3 ~UB3=R~ HIS'C~"PL~ST!C & LEATHER ?R·oDUc·Ts···~··
;1'.f CE:-l~NT7 STONE ~ 'CLAY pgODUCTS.·-.: .. :.~., ..~: :~ .. ,~~
~[. ~~~~ ~2~T~ ~T ~~f;' 1. :.-;·~6b·~·ci~·:~/\»~; ~.~.:»~~/:.:?~! ~:' .{~:
~1 HACH INERY, EXCEPT .ELECTR I C~L . . .;....
Z-S ELECTRICAL l~ACHINERY, EQUIP:~~NT £: .SUPPLY .:.
2:.~ T RAN SCOR T EQU! pr·!EN T . '-." " ..• ," ... ~: :::.~
!!. ~'b~~ ~~~~~~g§~ ~:f~~-~f~~,cty~-~~g(gi(r';:::~~~r~~:~~(:1l;
33 TRUCKING AND ~·JAREHOUS!NG.·-·:·-,: .... :. .... "~'. :.'.;:'. !').:.-~t- ~~~~~p~:~~~;g~T~~~~~~CES ..... ~·.~;.:(···~J~.;:.:;'l;
~~. ~g~~ ~:~~~~~g;; f~~~~1.~~; iiid~:t:~:~~~:"i~':~-);{\X;~;~};~}
"3V ELECTRICITY., G.:lS £.. SANITARY ~ERVICE~ :.,>- ..::
VO WHOLESALE TRADE
q./: ~ETA!l TPAOE ' . ..
- -7-':-:-':;---;;';"'-;:-0:) -:: =-i:;-I ~'r.:. PLAC'::: - . - '. .... .' .. ' . \1'fv-l:~.l,'u .... 11'." ~.~~:--.:>?~.~.. .."* 'ti~lTCJl.~~ ;~~~~ !~~T;;~!N~~~~~ r.'J:')~'.'l"i<.':
ITSHQ TEL S .J(::::::==== . . .~: :. '"
4(, ~E~.SO~··!AL SEt'(VICES '.' :
L{7 8 US I i'! ES SSE K\f I C r= s
q.5 AUT.J i: ~'1 I seEl LA;' ~ Eotis PEPA I R
qq ~"!·~USE:·!=tjT SERVI CES */
'£A.~ H EAL T}f ~ P R.n r= ESSID N/\ L SERV ICE S'
~l EOUC~Trc~ & OTHER SE?VICES .
:52 F ED::: ~.t\L GQV ;::R~:!·~ eJ'·: T ENT E~ ~R r SES
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